
 

 

MATERIAL RISK FACTORS AND MEASURES TAKEN BY DBP IN 

MANAGING RISKS IN BORROWINGS AND LENDING 

Credit risk is the Bank’s biggest risk exposure arising mainly from its lending, trade-

financing, treasury and underwriting businesses. The Bank manages its credit risk at all 

relevant levels of the organization through its credit evaluation and assessment process, 

credit policies and controls, and monitoring structures.  The Bank has an established 

credit limit structure which provides for safeguards to manage credit concentration risks 

to single name/group borrowers, industry sectors, DOSRI and country risk exposures.  

Credit risk is likewise mitigated through the acceptance of eligible collaterals and 

guarantees, complemented by a comprehensive credit evaluation and counterparty 

monitoring process. 

 

The Bank makes use of the standardized approach under the Basel II framework to 

determine required capital levels for its credit risk exposures and is adjusted to account 

for Pillar II risks such as credit concentrations of certain portfolios.  While capital charge 

is largely determined by eligible external rating agencies’ assessment under the 

standardized approach, DBP has in place a 15-tier Internal Credit Risk Rating System 

(ICRRS) which differentiates borrowers according to their risk profile and is used as a 

tool for pricing loans and other credit accommodations to ensure that returns are 

commensurate to the risks undertaken by the Bank. 

 

Also, in line with DBP’s mandate, the Bank is  able  to  tap  Official Development 

Assistance (ODA) loans  from  foreign  bilateral  and  multilateral donor  countries  and  

organizations  to  support  its  development  projects.  The ODA loans are used to finance 

sub-loans granted to fund various development projects. These  loans  are  denominated  

in  foreign currencies (FCY),  which  DBP  relends  in  Philippine Pesos (PHP).  The 

resulting currency mismatch exposes the Bank to the risk of losses from PHP 

depreciation. The  Bank  mitigates  this  risk  through  the  Foreign Exchange Risk Cover 

(FXRC)  bilateral  agreement  between  the Bank  and  the  National Government (NG),  

through  the  Department of Finance (DOF).  The  FXRC  reimburses  DBP for any 

potential loss from depreciation of the PHP  beyond  a  predetermined  foreign exchange 

rate  in  exchange  for  FXRC  fees  paid by the Bank to the NG. 
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